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look back!
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 What’s your favourite way to travel? Why? 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of having
a long journey to work every day? 

Lead-In



Commonly
Confused Words

bargain

price

invoice

for free
goods

verb.
noun (uncountable!)

travel:

noun
a whole experience
(incluiding the stay)

trip:

noun
the act of going from A to B
can also be figurative

journey:

How was your trip vs. How was your journey?

journey 
   

  jornada= work day
  jornal= wage

noun
a long and difficult journey
(generally by sea or in space) 
not often used

voyage:

verb (to travel to work)
noun (journey to work)

commute:



Time: 10 minutes

a business/school trip
a day/boat trip (excursion)
a long journey
a return journey
an enjoyable journey
an overnight journey
Safe journey!
travel arrangements
travel agent/agency
travel expenses
to travel light

Uses of the word: 
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Collocations

Exa
mple

s:

to GO ON a trip (organised short excursion)
to TAKE/HAVE a trip (sth. you can do on your own car)
to travel BY (bus, boat, plane, train...) but «ON foot»
to GET ON/OFF a bus, train, etc. but GET IN/OUT (OF) a car, taxi, etc.
to BOOK a trip
to ARRANGE a trip
to MAKE a journey

With verbs/prepositions:

On Saturday we went on a day trip to an interesting old castle.
Do you use a special firm to arrange business trips for your staff?
It's a rather difficult overnight journey to the mountains but it's well worth it.
The flight was 3 hours late and they lost my luggage; I hope my return
journey is better!



I would love to _______ round the world in a balloon.
The Titanic sank on its maiden ______.
How long does the ______ from New York to Rio take?
I work from home now, so I no longer have to ______.
When they were in Cairo they took a _____ to see the Pyramids.
Getting from London to the north of Scotland involves an overnight train _____.
She says her hobbies are reading, golf and _______.

Choose the best word (flight, journey, trip, travel, voyage or commute) to fit
these gaps: 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Exercise



Check!

1. travel
2. voyage
3. flight
4. commute
5. trip
6. journey
7. travelling 



Phrase cards

a domestic/international/scheduled/charter flight
long-haul flight (with a stopover in...)
an early-morning/late flight
ETA
a smooth/bumpy flight
to be stranded at the airport 
connecting/transfer flights
boarding pass/gate/time
carry-on/hand vs. checked luggage
table tray in upright position during take-off and
landing

Travelling by plane 
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Peak times/Off-peak times
We have to change trains at...
high-speed/express line/train
one-way/single ticket vs. return (round-trip) ticket
This train terminates here. All change please. 
What time is the next train to...?
Which platform do I need for...?

By train/tube

board vs. disembark
The boat sets sail at noon.
to be/feel seasick
ferry terminal, cabin, deck

By sea  to break down or get a flat tyre
towing company /roadside assistance
to back/reverse the car
Put the luggage in the boot of the car
Request a ride with Uber

By car

bus vs. coach, a double-decker
hop-on hop-off bus /city rambler
Does this bus stop at...?

By bus



Real-life Examples!



Watch the DVD. Match the times 1–3 to the places where Justin is a)–c). 

Watch the DVD again and answer the questions. 

Watch and learn

1 Friday afternoon/evening
2 six o’clock
3 Saturday morning

1 Which European nationality spends most time travelling to/from work?

2 What is Justin’s job?

3 Which of these is NOT one of the jobs done by the group of commuters?
 • charity manager  • IT worker  • hotel operator  • marketing manager  • BT consultant

4 Why did Justin and his wife decide to move to France?

5 How much are the flights if he books early?

6 How long does it take Justin to drive from Toulouse airport to his home?

7 How does Justin feel on Saturday morning? 

a) boarding the plane
b) at home in France
c) leaving the office 



Tips

Next time you fly, look at the signs at the airports you pass
through, which are often in English as well as the local

language(s). Find and make a note of three useful collocations.



What's your take-away
from today's class?
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Choose 1 thing you promise to remember for next day!

'Focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is found not in finishing an activity
but in doing it.' - Greg Anderson

 

(such as learning
English!)


